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“Seeking and giving advice are central to effective leadership and decision making. Yet managers 
seldom view them as practical skills they can learn and improve…When the exchange is done well, 
people on both sides of the table benefit.” This article explores the common pitfalls and best 
practices of the advice process. 
PROMPT: Which advice obstacles have you encountered, and how can you guard against these pitfalls? How can 
you improve your practice of giving and receiving advice?

“Until recently, many teachers only got one word of feedback a year: "satisfactory." And with no 
feedback, no coaching, there's just no way to improve. Bill Gates suggests that even great teachers can 
get better with smart feedback -- and lays out a program from his foundation to bring it to every 
classroom.” 
PROMPT: Should the U.S. establish a formal system for the development of teachers and other professions? 
How can you build feedback structures + routines into your own life?

“Requesting assistance from colleagues or friends, whether it be for a work assignment or to help 
care for our children when we are sick, is something many people have trouble doing… In a 
society largely based on helping yourself — just go to any bookstore or library and browse the 
voluminous self-help section — it may seem odd to promote the idea that we need to learn better 
ways to ask for and receive assistance. But a small movement is saying just that.” 
PROMPT: Do the fears outlined in this article resonate with you? How can you promote a balanced culture of 
help in your workplace?

Former SNL writer Christine Zander “spoke with Salon about the first sketch she ever wrote for 
‘SNL,’ as well as some of her favorites; recounts her experience being a pregnant woman in a 
predominantly male writers room; reflects on the possible limitations of being on the cast for too 
long; and gives us a glimpse into the ‘SNL’ writing process.” For more on the weekly writing 
process at SNL, read here. 
PROMPT:  How does SNL create  +utilize a culture of advice and feedback? What lessons can you take from 
the world of comedy?
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